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Abstract

This application was part of an industry Capstone project with Georgia Tech
Research Institute. The team worked closely with the industry sponsor Matthew
Pinkston, Capstone coordinator Alison Boyle and the professor for this Capstone
Donald Privitera.

Results
The opensource application is fully functioning, meeting all requirements and
goals defined by the industry partner.

Conclusions
The opensource application and project goals have been completed. The goals
of this project were to create the base framework for an IT web-based
management application, that can be easily shared and expanded upon in the
future. The current application structure allows for developers to integrate tools
with the application. The application has a MIT license which is crucial for future
expansion on this application by developers.

Introduction

The purpose of this project was to create the baseline code and design
framework for an opensource IT management web application. The goal of this
application is to create a structure that is easily extensible so that future
developers can add sub-applications for specific management purposes, such
as issue management and ticketing, license tracking, etc.
The coding stack used was Bootstrap and jQuery for frontend development.
For backend development, we used the PHP Laravel framework. A
database with encryption has been created for user registration using MySQL.
In addition to the baseline structure, we created a user management
system and an asset management system as examples of sub-applications
and how they would work.
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